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ACT SEVEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY ONE

botanical kneecap at: "punk tuna conk"
leakage crop dream: "lingers the tweezers"
hiccup punk castaway: "cheeks out on"
podium harp urinal: "every useless breathes"
smiles in therefore: "rushes feeds wrongs"
hatches organ beeps: "buckets when first"
prefaces tuna wigwam: "disappointment neurosis jolts"
studious chin starch: "your warning your"
fodder comics wrists: "burst eyes pillowcase"
stallion conk pillowcase: "raining acid kittens"
spineless of gravity: "branches dizzy twisting"
grapefruit hymnal then: "punk tuna conk."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY TWO

mourning and melancholia: "wax red face"
kernel of crucial: "nostrils chin banana"
is struggling against: "bundle room bulk"
experience of labor: "bulk mail regulations"
consists in allowing: "has by for"
might well declare: "two by four"
allowed to engage: "tea at two"
suffered some loss: "hash at four"
than objective time: "on all fours"
for something resembling: "for a spell"
by an endless: "sit a spell"
has a price: "wax red face."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY THREE

is yet another: "bakers pride burns"
man were members: "stretch beard tableau"
in the ranking: "dark room skills"
the sunshine fix: "whispers whiskers claws"
created to describe: "spittle under apostrophe"
and a remix: "one language that"
the map beyond: "them destructive pushing"
the faint was: "straight the escape"
underwent the circumference: "on the rooftops"
earnings and money: "need never fill"
played under names: "names under played"
angst that often: "stinks of metaphor."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY FOUR

flyleaf galaxy announced: "that long ago"
into the hands: "exciting would people"
to attend one: "antelope envelope narrative"
butcher arcade dinosaur: "sour mundane shiny"
garnered even more: "mutate abstract always"
that would take: "without grew rivers"
silent but deadly: "because dolls found"
laid low sinister: "found seams memory"
different illegally aprons: "aprons sinister silent"
image and controversial: "one of the"
the other side: "like gaps color"
the remixing talents: "fill the gaps?"

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY FIVE

automotive all across: "chunks underground future"
which in retrospect: "mundane mimics memories"
in manifested sphere: "television all across"
they such erected: "glorious strange brutal"
move smoke everyday: "everyday these the"
these the fluids: "these the gelatin"
gelatin price memory: "gelatin storage botth"
storage both historian: "much closer than"
mimics and pool: "destroy all cars"
proposed library purely: "purely trumpet monster"
to mundane spaces: "monster trumpet spaces"
timeless an overpass: "destroy gelatin television."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY SIX

pudding loop snare: "sewing used said"
important basket lisp: "some same magazines"
fingers amounts harelips: "helicopters amount fingers"
folded rabbit kingdom: "among among among"
pomp poetry toast: "beside the map"
cracker cinch paltry: "party since crackles"
guitar steamship arroyo: "cutting up houses"
captain breadbox throaty: "moonshine franklin county"
bloat incisor terrapin: "crock of guitar"
laughter cram hallowed: "jumpers architect rave"
monocle whisk assist: "the end home"
moonshine harp popped: "angles in pudding."

ACT SEVEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY SEVEN

rosebud pattycake swagger: "everything when seamed"
stench ironclad innoculation: "clothes but broken"
grapnel cheesecake relents: "ostracized baffling rhyme"
vanilla crucifix origami: "hat hate ate"
leopard jumprope cloudburst: "idealized perpetuation it"
trophy seesaw anterior: "it need it"
formica quatrain syllogism: "surface nonsense with"
timpani roulette pinochle: "makes grammatical labor"
skillet transparency silo: "damaged tables eternal"
pork arroyo blabbernouth: "connections want fantasies"
whale regalia portmanteau: "clothes but broken"
cocklebur shortstop trachea: "connections want distracting."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY EIGHT

rely on chance: "has require needs"
antipathy to willful: "understand without bloodstreams"
involves all sound: "interest self self"
hung overhead while: "according rates is"
since the late: "cents the lathe"
filled with coexisting: "half the rime"
number of tosses: "their souls shared"
broke off relations: "spondee trochee anapest"
time and space: "spice and limes"
exploiting the vividness: "lust and wasteland"
instead of discovering: "involves not rarely"
are of feeling: "number of filled"
spite of composition: "number of broke."

ACT SEVEN THOSUAND EIGHT HUNDRED SEVENTY NINE

racing are connections: "we are the"
birds tours immateriality: "our frozen peas"
during abstracts poetics: "we are the"
asserts icepick exactingly: "our frozen peas"
flesh flannel muzzled: "we are the"
limbo research rainbow: "our frozen peas"
surrounding lark archive: "we are the"
reinvents elepahants or: "our frozen peas"
combine and definition: "we are the"
sojurn outline encounters: "our frozen peas"
fingernail sensory cleats: "we are the"
events is unmistakably: "our frozen peas."



ACT SEVEN THOUSAND EIGHT HUNDRED EIGHTY

exploiting the vividness: "we huddle in"
affinity motorcycle tracks: "capsules a calendar"
geologists and archeologists: "we huddle in"
the particular place: "capsules a calendar"
displaced replaced mass: "we huddle in"
a romantic apprehension: "capsules a calendar"
to ancient cultures: "we huddle in"
exploring the large: "capsules a calendar"
die of dehydration: "we huddle in"
also rejected dimension: "capsules a calendar"
by historical necessity: "we huddle in"
economic structure gluts: "capsules a calendar."
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from an email to Marco Giovenale

i have come to think of asemia as a goal of sorts,
perhaps akin to john cage's quieting of the mind.
we can move in that direction, but if we are in
fact working with something we can accurately call
writing, then we will never be able to attain the
state of a fully quiet mind. success so to speak
will always be a matter of degree. that seems well
worth the work to me. the writing itself will never
be strictly speaking asemic. it will always participate
in the universally human context of pansemia. i think
it is of some value to acknowledge that.



for me, in my experience of it, asemic writing is a
subset of the very large category of visual writing
(visual poetry is another form of visual writing). by
visual writing i mean, simply, writing in which the
visual characteristics of writing are foregrounded.

i came to asemic writing by way of poetry. for me,
asemic writing will always be a kind of poetry.

please bear in mind that i am intentionally underscoring
the subjectivity of these statements. i am not interested
in defining asemic writing. i am willing to describe my
experience of it.
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|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
Why do I write? Because I want to - in order
to - out of a desire to - live in a world in
which I am writing - though not necessarily
in a world in which I have written something.
|||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||||
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